FiESTA

Let the joy feed you!
"Create value, serve with dignity; move forward..."

With over 40 years of experience in OEM and ODM manufacturing, FIESTA provides its customers with reliable and high-quality products and services for a range of home appliances, growing and widening every day with new products. Free-standing ovens and cookers, built-in hobs and ovens, mini electrical ovens, aspirators and cooker hoods to more than 80 countries located in 5 continents.
WHO IS FIESTA

We are Kent Doyanlık Taşkın Teknoloji San. Tic. Ltd. Şti., manufacturers of luxury and special design cooking appliances since 1974 and continue our operations in our full integrated production plant on a 33,000 m² area, located in Tuzla District of Istanbul. Our experience in 40 years of experience, we make OEM manufacturing under our well known brand name FIESTA and also OEM manufacturing under our customers’ interned brands.

With over 1000 employees, our production capacity is 250,000 pieces of free standing cookers per year and 160,000 pieces of table top & built-in ovens per year.

FIESTA is one of the leading manufacturer and exporter companies in cooking appliances sector in Turkey with a wide range of products. We have a wide and consistent sales area including 5 continents and over 80 countries in Europe, South America, Middle America, CEE, Gulf, Central Asia, Africa, Middle East, Far East, Oceania and Pacific regions.

WHY FIESTA

- Tailor made special production: Product Definition & Aesthetic Design
- Ethical customer protection against self-competition
- On-time delivery
- HR photos of ordered exact products
- Professional documentation & service after shipment for export operation process
- Full orders support for on-time after sales service
- Industrialisation support for CKD/SKD orders (Technical consultation for assembly process and assembly line balancing)
- Factory is just 120 km far from Ataköy Airport, 40 km to Istanbul European side port
- Office & Showroom is in İstanbul - just 20 km to Matarp Airport

MISSION

We are committed to the highest standards of business and ethical behaviour to fulfilling our responsibilities and reliability to our internal and external customers and most of all; leaving a better world to the next generations in every possible aspect by making environmentally friendly manufacturing, supporting the youth to enter business life, gain experience and grow in our company’s own philosophy.

Being open minded and solution based is our goal, being customer focused is our life. Recently created idea of “boutique manufacturing” is the proof of what we have and what we can achieve by giving an ear to the customers.

VISION

Through the skills and experiences of our company, our vision is to become the biggest leading company in cooking appliances sector with a sustainable growth by bringing our customers; products with quality, operations with ease and flexibility, technical and marketing services with creativity.

VALUES

People: Be a great place where people can work to accomplish achievements in their business and social lives.
- Variety and Customer Focused: Meet the customers’ desires and needs in every market.
- Productivity and Experience: Be a highly effective, lean and sustainable organization.
- Planet: Be a responsible and decent citizen of world and leave a better world to the next generations.
- Partners: Be more than just a “supplier”; create mutual and enduring value.
DIFFERENT MARKETS & DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS & DIFFERENT CULTURES... FIESTA IS READY!
FIESTA offers all types of gas/electric combinations adaptable with every market requirement: full gas (various types & pressures), full electrical (various frequency and voltage), mix (gasket) products.

OPEN AND CLOSED DOOR GRILLING SYSTEM:
In full gas ovens with gas grill, you can make grilling in both conditions: OPEN DOOR & CLOSED DOOR! Thanks to: flame failure safety device & thermostat & self-ventilated door, it is not a must to leave the door open.

Smart GAS BURNER (Timer with cut-off function):
With this feature, for your gas oven AND/OR for your gas burner on counter; you can adjust the time for the ending of cooking (0-90 minutes), and you can go whenever you want!
MULTIFUNCTION (FAN ASSISTED) OVEN: DOES NOT MATTER GAS OR ELECTRICAL OVEN!
TURBO FAN allows you to select between fan assisted or static cooking in ovens. Simply press the button marked with the fan on the control panel to create PERFECT HEAT DISTRIBUTION inside the oven. The accurate and constant temperature of the oven browns dishes perfectly and allows you to cook more than one dish simultaneously, optimising the use of the space inside the oven & reducing the pre-heating time. Unique feature of this application on FIESTA is: Turbo Fan can be used at any oven function selected and in anytime; thanks to independent ON/OFF switch control.

SEPARATE CONTROL KNOBS For GAS OVEN & GAS GRILL:
Especially for some special countries; FIESTA offer separate control knobs for gas oven & gas grill.

PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL TIMER:
Programming format can be easily understood and applied by the symbols on-screen. The new, smooth and short control keys simplify cleaning and implementation. Screen brightness level and alarm tone are adjustable. Desired starting, stopping time and working duration of the oven is programmable by the digital timer.

ROTISSERIE/TURNSPIR FUNCTION:
Meat is skewered on a spit and roasted in an oven. This method is generally used for cooking large joints of meat or entire animals, such as chicken or turkeys. The rotation cooks the meat evenly in its own juices and allows easy access for continuous self-basting. TO BE A MASTER CHEF!
ACCESSORIES AND FEATURES

AESTHETICALLY COMBINATIONS:
Very wide options: for control knobs, door handle, serigraphy (on control panel and front glass door) are ready on FIESTA BOUTIQUE! Choose your combinations!

DO YOU WANT MODERN APPLIANCE IN VINTAGE / RETRO DESIGN?
FIESTA offer you rustic design knobs & handles evokes the nostalgic!
Retro concept, using a shiny or matte and gold or silver color knobs and handles that differentiates from modern-style ovens.
Also front glass serigraphy can be harmonized by full concept!

FIESTA offer you UNLIMITED color range for all kind of kitchens! MOREOVER > provide same color cooker hood for harmonious combination...

HARMONY WITH NATURE:
WOOD-LINED OVENS
Special covering system allow to look like oven made by wood! Combination with cooker hood make the looking ELEGANCE!

ELEGANCE LOOKING WITH MATTE ENAMEL PAN SUPPORTS AND BURNER CAPS
Looks like cast iron, but full enamel pan supports and burner caps.

FOR MAXIMUM STABILITY:
FULL CAST IRON PAN SUPPORTS
Extremely durable and tough and is also a little wider than the hardened enamel pan supports and therefore gives your pots and pans more stability whilst cooking.
NEW GENERATION ETC (EASY TO CLEAN) ENAMEL TECHNIQUE
STANDARD FOR ALL FIESTA OVENS:
Thanks to this higher grade enamel which is denser, flatter, harder than standard enamel; the oven cleaning will not be a nightmare anymore! Much easier to do with just a wipe rather than scrubbing away with a scourer or aggressive oven cleaning chemicals.

FULL GLASS FRONT DOOR:
Second-inner glass is easily removable by sliding-up for cleaning purpose. Very wide window (large inner sight) allow you to visually control the food whilst baking process. Construction is provided self-ventilation with bottom & up parts of front door-between 2 glasses.

SPECIAL INSULATION MATERIAL:
High density, fireproof and non-combustible, environmentally friendly (derived from recyclable materials), smokeless insulation material.

HIGH QUALITY ITALIAN COMPONENTS AVAILABLE FOR ALL PRODUCTS

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY WITH ALL FIESTA OVENS (GAS AND/OR ELECTRICAL):
High performance and low consumption are features of FIESTA ovens & cookers/hobs. Special focus is placed on obtaining the high energy efficiency class rating in order to help the environment and improve quality of life for next generations.

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INVENTION FOR GLASS COVER
This special apparatus which is patented by FIESTA can be utilizable in very different positions for multi purposes: looking combined closed cover, hanger of service tools.

Metal Flap Bottom Cover
Glass Flap Bottom Cover
All Cavity Accessories
Catalytic System (Self Clean)
Wire Rack System
Wick Burner Adapter
DOUBLE CAVITY

COOK MULTIPLE DISHES at DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES at the SAME TIME!

FIESTA Double Cavity ovens offer 2 different cavity as 32.5 L + 65 L in same place with 60 cm.

While your main dish is being baked in MAIN OVEN, you can make your desert in TOP OVEN. Main Oven can be full gas or full electrical or mix (gas-electrical) depending on your choice. Thus you save TIME & ENERGY & MONEY!

2 different cavity, different taste...

No need to use big volume oven to bake just one dish!
USE TOP OVEN INSTEAD OF MAIN OVEN AND SAVE ENERGY & MONEY

Low Consumption
High Performance

TOP OVEN (32.5 L)
Electric Oven (Up & Down), thermostat, side wire racks, lamp (inner light) Full Glass Door (with aluminium side profile & handle)

1150W

More Energy
Saving Time

MAIN OVEN (65 L)
Electrical or Gas Oven, lamp (inner light), Full Glass Door (with aluminium side profile & handle)

2150W
Choose your oven definition and aesthetic features; let FIESTA to provide you cooker hood for perfect combination!
Besides wide range aesthetic alternatives for ovens, FIESTA offer you cooker hoods also. No need to waste time to find cooker hoods to match with your ovens!
TRIPLE CAVITY

THEIR MAJESTIES!
You will get three ovens in same place. Middle Oven & Bottom Oven provide to bake your main dishes at the same time in different temperatures during your grilling in Top Oven.

HOB material can be optional depends on client; Gas on Glass, Enamel or Stainless Steel. Moreover; 4 gas / 3 gas+1 elec / 2 gas+2 elec / 4 elec.

Choose your combination and let us produce!

The Magnificent Triplex...

Low Consumption High Performance
TOP OVEN (32.5 kW)
El: Oven (Up & Down), thermostat, side wire racks, lamp (inner light)
Full Glass Door (with aluminium side profiles & handle)

Low Consumption High Performance
MIDDLE OVEN (32.5 kW)
El: Oven (Up & Down), thermostat, side wire racks, lamp (inner light)
Full Glass Door (with aluminium side profiles & handle)

Low Consumption High Performance
BOTTOM OVEN (32.5 kW)
El: Oven (Up & Down), thermostat, side wire racks, lamp (inner light)
Full Glass Door (with aluminium side profiles & handle)
FIESTA Single Cavity-Free standing cookers combines design, technology and flexibility for your convenience.

3 Different Sizes: 50x50 (51 Lt) / 50x36 (51 Lt) / 60x60 (65 Lt)

Fuel Type: Full Gas / Full Electrical / Mix (gas+electrical)
Cooktop (Hob)/Material: Enamel / Stainless Steel / Gas on Glass / Vitroceramic
Cooktop (Hob)/Alternatives: 4 Gas / 3 Gas + 1 HP / 2 Gas + 2 HP / 4 HP

Command Panel Design: Soft / Gold / Titanium / Wind / Qubic
Gas Ovens: Static / Fan Assisted / Smart Timer with Cut-off Function
Electrical Ovens: Static / Fan Assisted / Mechanical or Digital Timer Controller
All these combinations may meet various stylish aesthetics and wide range of color options. This options and more are provided to bring an amazing cooking experience into all kitchens via FIESTA cookers!

HOENIR 500m3/h Motor Capacity
Built In Decorative Aspirator
Push Button Control
All Colors Possible

ORION 550m3/h Motor Capacity
Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Touch Control & White Illumination
Remote Control
Black Glass & Inox Finishing

LOKI 600m3/h Motor Capacity
Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Push Button Control
Remote Control
All Colors Possible

GALIA 800m3/h Motor Capacity
Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Touch Control & White Illumination
Remote Control
White Glass Flaps & Inox Finishing

BALDUR 600m3/h Motor Capacity
Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Push Button Control
Remote Control
Cream Rustic & Unpainted Wooden Frame (from Linden Tree)

FS6402GAZM Soft Design Panel
Bright Red Color with Top Inox Easy Removable Inner Glass
All Product Definitions Possible

FG6402GAZM Gold Design Panel
Full Inox (Stainless Steel)
Easy Removable Inner Glass
Mirror Type Front Glass
All Product Definitions Possible

FS6402GFZM Soft Design Panel
Navy Blue Color with Top Inox Easy Removable Inner Glass
Mirror Type Front Glass
All Product Definitions Possible

FG6044GZWI Gold Design Panel
Full White Color
Easy Removable Inner Glass
Glass Cover for Bottom Compartment
All Product Definitions Possible

FTS402GAZC Titanium Design Panel
Full Beige Color
Easy Removable Inner Glass
Retro Rustic Design
All Product Definitions Possible
FIESTA Built In Series

Along with our wide range of Free Standing Oven products, we proudly announce New Built In Series!

With the same “Boutique” mentality and over 40 years of experience in free standing ovens, FIESTA carries this value to built in kitchen appliances and provides its customers solutions in a various range:

- From basic models to high-end models,
- From gas compatible products to mixed (gas/electric) and full electric compatible products,
- From Europe to Asia and from UAE to South America cooking cultures.

Let FIESTA provide the perfect built-in set for you!

WITH A STYLISH BLACK GLASS DESIGN, THIS BUILT IN SET FROM FIESTA WILL LOOK ELEGANT IN ANY KITCHEN!

**HIGH-END OVEN**
FULL TOUCH CONTROL
11 COOKING MODE

- 64 litre Easy to clean cavity
- Glass control panel
- Electronic Touch control timer
- Glass + Aluminium handle
- Easy to remove and clean Low-E inner glass

**GAS ON GLASS**
FULL CAST IRON
ELEGANT COMBINATION

- Tempered Glass
- Front control
- 4 Multi-Gas (Pool Type) Burners
- Cast Iron & Individual Square Type Top Grids

**COMBINE YOUR SET WITH BLACK GLASS COOKER HOOD**

- Wall type leaned hood
- Glass control panel and touch control
- 3 level speed control
- 550 m³/h (Made in Turkey motor)
- 2 x 3 Watt led lamps
FACTORY
Address:
Kent Dayanıklı Tüketim Malları
Sanayi Ticaret Limited Şirketi
Veliyemse OSB Mah. 251 Sokak No: 14/1
Ergene/Tekirdağ/Turkiye
Tel: (+90) 282 674 52 42 (pbx)
Fax: (+90) 282 674 52 50

FOREIGN TRADE OFFICE & SHOWROOM
Address:
Bahçeşehir 1. Kısım Mahallesi, Arkusu Çaddesi
Guvercin Sokak, Papagan Cikmazi, Badem 16 – 1/1 (20B)
Bahçeşehir / Başakşehir / ISTANBUL / TURKEY
Tel: (+90) 212 608 04 01
Fax: (+90) 212 608 04 09
E-Mail: fiesta@fiesta.com.tr